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We publish writers who need to be read; who turn
the world upside-down with their insight. Knowing
the surge of joy that comes out of a book, we create
beautiful objects that will still be in the cultural
imagination 100 years on.
2022 was the first full year of releases for Upswell. It has been a
huge year of activity with an ambitious total of eighteen new books,
following the three late-year titles in 2021. Each book has found its
readers, some have been shortlisted in book awards, many have
been favourably and generously reviewed in the media on multiple
occasions. A number of the books from 2022 have been produced as
audio books and some have been sold into the international book
market. I am both happy and proud of these books and the way they
have made an impact in their first year in the world. I also love the
way they look as objects: design studio Chil3 in Fremantle have excelled
themselves over the past year with covers and our internal design,
and a number of these covers have featured artworks by Australian
artists (and sometimes stunning photography by the authors).
2023 continues with a list of poetry, narrative non-fiction, and fiction
(including one graphic novel). The people of Upswell number very
few: myself as publisher, a dozen freelancers managing editorial
work, typesetting, designing, and publicity. And, as a not-for profit
company, two fellow Board directors, Dr. Carmen Lawrence and
Linda Savage.
Thank you for your ongoing support.
Terri-ann

Upswell operates in the city of Perth, on ancient country of the Whadjuk
people of the Noongar nation who remain the spiritual and cultural custodians.
We acknowledge their continuing connection to country and express gratitude
to elders past and present.
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Abandon Every Hope:
Essays for the dead
Hayley Singer
Can anyone smell the suffering of souls? Of sadness, of hell on earth? Hell,
I imagine, has a smell that bloats into infinity. Has a nasty sting of corpses.
What was it Dante wrote?
Abandon Every Hope is a lament, a deranged encyclopedia, and a diary of
anxiety. How can anyone document the vastness of violence against animals
in a bloated industrial age?
Hayley Singer investigates the literatures of the slaughterhouse to map the
contours of a world cut to pieces by organised and profitable death. In her
compelling and poetic prose, Singer asks how we may write the life of the
dead; the smell of an egg factory; of multispecies PTSD; of planetary harm
and self-harm: of the horror we make on earth.
Where does the slaughterhouse begin and how can it end?
NARRATIVE NONFICTION
Release Date
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Imprint
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books@upswellpublishing.com | www.upswellpublishing.com

HAYLEY SINGER writes essays about literature
and ecologies, queer embodiment and activism,
multispecies in/justices and on reading and
writing as worlds end and begin again. Her
writing has been published in Sydney Review of
Books, The Lifted Brow, The Monthly, Cordite
Poetry Review, and Writing from Below. She
teaches creative writing at the University of
Melbourne. This is her first book.

Like to the Lark
Stuart Barnes
The long-awaited second collection from the winner of the 2015 Arts
Queensland Thomas Shapcott Poetry Prize. In his stunning collection of new
poetry, Stuart Barnes reimagines the poetic form and fearlessly explores
topics of illness, death, rape, remembrance, ecology and love.
Like to yhe Lark is Stuart Barnes’s accumulation of lifetime fascinations
with music and sound, form and transformation. Beginning with an
apparition of a doomed world brooding over itself and ending with a kvelling
globe, this collection plunges into seas, scoots across countries and hurtles
towards space.
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Stuart Barnes
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STUART BARNES is a poet from Hobart. His first
book, Glasshouses, won the 2015 Arts Queensland
Thomas Shapcott Poetry Prize, was commended
for the 2016 Anne Elder Award and shortlisted for
the 2017 Mary Gilmore Award. ‘Cerberus watches
Eros’ was nominated for the 2020 Pushcart Prize,
‘Off-world Ghazal’ was shortlisted for the 2020
Montreal International Poetry Prize and ‘Sestina
after B. Carlisle’ won the 2021/22 Gwen Harwood
Poetry Prize.

A Treatment
Ann Shenfield
A collection of new work by award-winning poet Ann Shenfield. Delving into
family trauma in a post-Holocaust context and informed by psychoanalysis,
these poems explore identity and the frailty of the human and physical world.
A Treatment presents a poetic reflection of family trauma in a post-holocaust
context, which is grounded in these times.

Ann Shenfield

A Treatment

These poems articulate the past as it intersects with the present, as well as
the way the present writes over what has been before, both in human and
ecological terms. The writing elucidates of a version of truth while touching
on something of the ephemeral. A Treatment raises questions of identity as
it speaks to the precariousness of both the human and physical world in all
their incomprehensibility.
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Release Date
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Ann Shenfield, Versions of a
Snowflake, 2022
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ANN SHENFIELD’S poetry has received various
awards including the Judith Wright Poetry Prize
for You Can Get Only So Close On Google Earth,
which was also a finalist for the Queensland
Premier’s Literary Awards. Her animated films
have also received prizes and screened at
numerous festivals including selection to the
Official Competition at Berlin.

The Book of Falling
David McCooey
To fall is to be human. We fall in love, fall asleep, and fall from grace. And
in this epoch that we have called the Anthropocene, we are witnessing
nothing less than the fall of nature. This extraordinary collection, the fifth
by the prize-winning poet David McCooey, covers the full tragicomic
spectrum of falling: from pratfalls to tragic demises, from accident-prone
parents to ruinous celebrities. Within its unifying thematic focus, The Book
of Falling is tonally and formally diverse, attending with great artistry to
the calamities and absurdities of history and the contemporary world. The
collection comprises of satires and elegies, inventive poetic autofictions
and biofictions, and innovative photopoems, employing found photos and
photographs by the author. This is a collection that welcomes its readers,
even as it plunges them into new ways of understanding the beautiful, fallen
worlds that we inhabit.
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David McCooey, Collins St,
Melbourne, 2022
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DAVID MCCOOEY is the author of four previous
collections of poetry, including Blister Pack (Salt,
2005), which won the Mary Gilmore Award and
was shortlisted for four other major literary
awards, Outside (Salt 2010), which was shortlisted
for the Queensland Literary Awards, and Star
Struck (UWAP, 2016). His poetry appeared in ten
of the last eleven editions of The Best Australian
Poems series, and it has been widely anthologised
nationally and internationally. McCooey is the
deputy general editor of the prize-winning
Macquarie PEN Anthology of Australian Literature
(2009). He is the author of a prize-winning
monograph on Australian autobiography, and
numerous essays and reviews in various books,
journals, and newspapers.

Children of Tomorrow
J.R. Burgmann
Children of Tomorrow is an episodic saga, a sweeping history of family
and friendship, spanning multiple generations and geographies across the
twenty-first century. This web of characters struggle, both individually and
collectively, through a time of unprecedented, escalating change. Beginning
in 2016, Arne Bakke witnesses the historic devastation of that summer’s
bushfires across the ancient wilderness of Tasmania. Elsewhere, Londoner
Evie Weatherall witnesses extreme climate events in her travels. They each
see a dangerous future forming. When their paths collide in Melbourne,
Australia, where they are both enrolled in a PhD, they and their group of
close friends are set on course to witness and struggle together against the
coming century, an age of great individual and planetary loss.
Children of Tomorrow depicts an all-too-real future history, rushing on at an
unstoppable speed and fracturing the lives of its many characters, the effects
of which ripple throughout subsequent generations and the earth they inherit.
FICTION
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Minaxi May, Lightness, 2019
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J.R. BURGMANN is an emerging writer and critic.
He is a graduate of the University of Melbourne
and received his PhD in Literary and Cultural
Studies from Monash University, where he is
based at the Monash Climate Change
Communication Research Hub. Children of
Tomorrow, his debut novel, was highly
commended in the Victorian Premier’s Literary
Awards 2021 in the category of unpublished
manuscripts. In 2022 he was awarded a Wheeler
Centre Hot Desk Fellowship.

I Had a Father in Karratha
Annette Trevitt
What happens when your father dies and he’s in the Pilbara, 4,500 kms away?
What happens when your father dies and you fly across to lay him to rest
and find his estate is a spectacular mess of hoarded junk, bank debts, lost
paperwork and rundown properties in a mining town gone bust?
What happens when your father dies and you are the oldest child and the
sole executor of his will?

Annette Trevitt

I Had a Father
in Karratha

NARRATIVE NONFICTION
Release Date

April 2023

I Had a Father in Karratha tracks Annette Trevitt’s two-and-a-half-year epic
undertaking of cleaning up her father’s mess in Karratha, Western Australia.
A fly-in fly-out marathon as she holds together her life with her teenage son
in Melbourne.
Written in passages of reflective prose and text messages, what unfolds is
an intimate story of being a daughter of a runaway father – a father who bolted
when the going got tough. Trevitt’s attention to reality is as relentless as the
paperwork, the corporate sloth and greed she faces at every turn. Nothing is
straightforward other than the humour and openness she brings to every
absurd and maddening situation from one end of the country to the other.
This is a story of commitment, responsibility, doggedness and love. A legacy
of an eldest daughter’s determination to honour her father and lay him to rest.
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ANNETTE TREVITT is a short story writer and
tertiary teacher. She grew up in small country
towns in NSW. She lived in Sydney and London
before moving to Melbourne to do a Graduate
Diploma in Animation at VCA. Her short stories
have been published in literary journals including
Salt, Griffith Review, Australian Best Stories,
Ireland’s Fish Anthology and broadcast on the
BBC and the ABC. For 15 years she taught short
fiction, novel writing and screenwriting in
professional writing and editing courses. She
teaches academic communication skills to
students entering university. She lives with her
teenage son and their dog.

Glass Houses
Anne Coombs
Raymond causes a stir in the country town of Glaston when he buys
Glastonbridge, a house of vast, neo-Gothic fantasy abandoned for decades.
It’s an ambitious project, and all previous renovators have come to grief.
Out of the woodwork real estate agents, a jealous sister, the heritage council,
prospective tourism operators and journalists, proffering opinions, make his
life a misery.
As the restoration goes on, Raymond becomes increasingly isolated, unable
to trust anyone, alienating his friends and giving courage to his enemies. He
believes that unseen forces are trying to remove him from his grand project.
Anne Coombs

Glass Houses
A Novel

FICTION

At turns pitied, admired, humoured and loved, Raymond undoubtedly has
the knowledge, vision and fortune to make Glastonbridge thrive again, but
will he be able to see it through?
Glass Houses is a gentle satire with a rapier edge, perfectly capturing the
socially mobile mid-nineties milieu of city folk with country houses. Anne
Coombs’s final novel is about finding your place of refuge and reaching for
what you want.

Release Date
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ANNE COOMBS was a journalist, author, political
activist, and philanthropist. She authored five
books, including No Man’s Land (Simon &
Schuster, 1993), Sex and Anarchy: The life and
death of the Sydney Push (Viking, 1996) and
Broometime (Hodder Headline, 2001), co-authored
with Susan Varga.
Anne was one of the founders of Rural Australians
for Refugees. She was a board member and chair
of GetUp! She shared a passion with her partner
for a fairer Australia, advocating for refugees and
people seeking asylum.
In recent years Anne was a frequent essayist and
commentator, and a regular contributor to the
Griffith Review. She also wrote a feature film
script set in Australia’s far north, currently being
developed for production.
Anne died at her Exeter home in December 2021.

books@upswellpublishing.com | www.upswellpublishing.com

Sun & Shadow: Art of the Spinifex People
John Carty and Luke Scholes, editors
The Spinifex people have been living on their ancestral homelands in the
Great Victoria Desert in Western Australia since time immemorial. This
continuous narrative was interrupted momentously by the Maralinga atomic
testing in the mid 20th Century. But after returning to their homelands,
Spinifex people began to fight for greater recognition. Painting made their
story visible.
Over the past 25 years they have developed unique modes of painting to
express their communal identity and history. Born of the need to present
evidence in Native Title contexts, Spinifex painting has a unique political
history and visual tradition that marks it out as a singular art history
in Australia – but one that also sheds light on the broader histories of
Aboriginal art.

ART
Release Date

The history of the Spinifex people and their unique contribution to
Australian art history remains largely unheralded. Featuring stunning
reproductions of significant paintings, and insightful essays by experts and
friends of the artists, this publication positions the Spinifex people
as major figures in the Australian historical and art-historical landscape.

April 2023
Imprint

Upswell
ISBN
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World
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JOHN CARTY is the Head of Humanities at the
South Australian Museum, and Professor of
Museum Studies at the University of Adelaide.
He has worked extensively with Aboriginal artists
and custodians across Australia in producing
pioneering books and exhibitions. Some key
publications include Balgo: Creating Country
(2021) and Ngaanyatjarra: Art of the Lands (2012).
He has worked with the Spinifex artists since 2011.
LUKE SCHOLES is a research fellow at Deakin
University. Between 2015–2021 he was the
curator of Aboriginal art at the Museum and
Art Gallery of the Northern Territory. During this
time, he curated the Telstra National Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Awards. He has curated
multiple award-winning exhibitions including
Tjungunutja: from having come together (2017)
and the moment eternal: Nyapanyapa. Yunupingu
(2020) and written extensively about Aboriginal art.

Pastures of Healing
Denis Glennon

Pastures of Healing
from the loss of a child

DENIS GLENNON

NARRATIVE NONFICTION
Release Date

May 2023

Ciara Glennon vanished into the night in Perth, Western Australia, leaving
a family and a city in deep shock. When her body was found, nineteen
days after her disappearance, even those with long memories could not
remember a time when the community was as overwhelmed with sadness
and anguish. A violent and senseless crime committed against an innocent
citizen, the details and repercussions of Ciara’s disappearance were unsettling.
Ciara was murdered by the person the media labelled The Claremont Serial
Killer. The search to find him spanned twenty-five years. Ciara’s father,
Denis, was a driving force in insisting that the killer be found and justice be
delivered for his daughter.
Such grief, in its woundedness and suffering, can deliver startling and
shocking impacts on body, mind, heart and spirit. This is the story of Denis’s
journey and the pathways he found to arrive at a sense of peace and
contentment after the loss of his daughter. Pastures of Healing is a raw and
intimate story, shared with others who may have known intense grief from
a major loss.

Imprint

Upswell
ISBN

978-0-6455368-2-9
RRP

DENIS GLENNON AO
One of seventy-plus million Irish diaspora scattered around the planet, Denis
made Western Australia his new home in 1974. He spent over forty years in
the corporate world, in various parts of the globe.

AU$29.99

In 1997, his life was shattered when his daughter Ciara was murdered.

Format

Drawing on inner and external strengths, he has dealt with the intense grief of
Ciara’s murder.

Casebound | 195×160mm | 128pp
Rights held

World

His book Pastures of Healing is an uplifting narrative, depicting the pathways
he discovered and journeyed and the manifestations he experienced to return
himself, and assist his family back, to the world of the living.
His wife, Una, has written of her own grief of losing Ciara, in her book Ciara’s
Gift – grief edged with gold.

books@upswellpublishing.com | www.upswellpublishing.com

Dot Circle and Frame:
The Making of Papunya Tula Art
John Kean

ART
Release Date
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The course of Australian art changed in 1971. Kaapa Tjampitjinpa, Tim
Leura Tjapaltjarri, Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri and Johnny Warangula
Tjupurrula were central to the formulation of a radical new form of
desert art. Standing out among an exceptional cohort of painting men
at Papunya (a remote government settlement in Central Australia) this
‘gang of four’ closely related artists deployed their inherited iconography
while exploring poetic possibilities offered by paint on canvas. Each was
responsible for innovations that still influence contemporary desert art.
Papunya Tula art did not emerge from barren ground, and John Kean’s
fine-grained study reveals the artform’s surprising sources, from its
wellspring in the ceremonies of Central Australia to the popular culture of
the mid-twentieth century. Rather than commencing his analysis in 1971,
John Kean foregrounds the contested intercultural context in which the
artists came into manhood, showing how they achieved their agency, first
as stockmen and labourers, then as artists.
This lavishly illustrated book draws on social history, visual anthropology,
as well as formal art analysis to identify how the key innovations that
informed contemporary desert art were realised. Dot, Circle and Frame
examines the lived experience and totemic associations of the artists to
show just how a new vision of ceremony and Country was assembled. This
book leads the reader to a deeper understanding of a critical juncture, as
four artists claimed a pivotal space in the history of Australian art.
JOHN KEAN is a writer and curator. He was Art Advisor at Papunya
Tula Artists Pty Ltd (1977–79); the inaugural Exhibition Coordinator at
Tandanya: the National Aboriginal Cultural Institute; Exhibition Coordinator
at Fremantle Arts Centre, and Producer with Museum Victoria. John is
a regular visitor to Papunya and adjacent Aboriginal communities, and
maintains ongoing relationships with the descendants of the founding
Papunya Tula artists.

books@upswellpublishing.com | www.upswellpublishing.com

Prudish Nation
Paul Dalgarno
From its early settler days and Federation to the extreme literary censorship
of the 20th century, from the 2017 Marriage Amendment Act to present-day
morality and identity politics, it’s tempting to ask: is ‘fun-loving, laid-back’
Australia actually a bit, well, prudish?
Interviewing more than 30 Australia-based authors and thinkers while
examining his own journey towards being openly non-monogamous,
Poly author Paul Dalgarno pulls together social history and illuminating
first-hand accounts of what it means to have ‘unconventional’ relationships –
with others and even with ourselves – in 21st-century Australia.

NARRATIVE NONFICTION
Release Date

June 2023
Imprint

Upswell
ISBN

978-0-6455369-2-8
RRP

AU$29.99
Format

Paperback | 210×150mm | 200pp

Do authors such as Christos Tsiolkas, Dennis Altman and Andrea Goldsmith
think we’re more tolerant than we once were? Are writers such as Lee
Kofman, Rochelle Siemienowicz and Jinghua Qian optimistic about the
future? Do terms such as LGBTQIA+ help or hinder meaningful progress?
How does transitioning now compare to transitioning in the 1990s?
How does ‘queerness’ affect notions of parenthood? Do therapists and
psychologists still operate from a straight-white-male perspective and how
can new practitioners such as popular psychologist and author Chris Cheers
change that?
Entertaining, insightful, funny and thought-provoking, Prudish Nation
adjusts the country’s bedside lamp to show us a little more clearly who and
what we really are.
PAUL DALGARNO is the author of the novels A Country of Eternal Light
(2023) and Poly (2020), and the memoir And You May Find Yourself (2015).
His writing has appeared in Guardian Australia, Archer, Australian Book
Review, Penthouse and many other publications. He lives in Melbourne.

Rights held

World
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NEW YORK CITY Glow
Rachel Coad
A snake, an octopus and the near death of Johnny Ramone. The almost true
account of the 1977 New York City blackout.
Set in the 1970s, the story’s capstone is the 1977 New York City blackout.
Ray the snake is a sad, lonely, middle aged insurance salesman from
Midway Kentucky, looking for a better life. Strawberry is a Glow Octopus
(Stauroteuthis syrtensis) with an inability to control her glow. Strawberry
finds herself in constant trouble; she has a prison record and an FBI file to
prove it.
The unlikely pair embark on a road trip to New York City, where they rub
shoulders with rock royalty. Things get electric – in more ways than one.
A tribute to all kinds of music, from elevator to opera.

GRAPHIC NOVEL /
ILLUSTRATED
Release Date

July 2023
Imprint

Upswell
ISBN

978-0-6455369-4-2
RRP

AU$34.99
Format
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Rights held

World
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In a painting career spanning 20 years,
RACHEL COAD has exhibited in both Australia
and the UK. In 2016 she was awarded Black Swan
Prize for portraiture. A history in illustration and
design. This is Rachel’s first graphic novel. Or as
she likes to call it: ‘A long comic’.

Trust: A fractured fable
Jeanne Ryckmans
I always thought it would be better to be a fake somebody than a real
nobody – Tom Ripley (The Talented Mr Ripley)
He had the kind of Scotch-Irish accent which some women find irresistible,
and which makes all men feel for their wallet, to make sure it is still there. –
James Franklin (Corrupting the Youth)
The university is a bazaar where a thousand wares are spread haphazardly,
while the scholars themselves are turned into peddlers, touts, and pimps,
desperately competing to hustle for a few more suckers. – Pierre Ryckmans
(Boyer Lecture, 1996 – ‘Learning’).
It has been said that trust is a risk masquerading as a promise and, as
Hemingway suggested, “The way to make people trust-worthy is to trust
them.”

NARRATIVE NONFICTION
Release Date

August 2023
Imprint

Upswell
ISBN

978-0-6455369-1-1
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AU$29.99
Format

Paperback | 210×150mm | 180pp
Rights held

World

We have all fallen under the malevolent spell of hucksters, and their power
is real, as is the loss of self and hope when the spell breaks. A hybrid
memoir and a personal detective story which has at its heart what it means
to trust, why we trust, and what happens when trust is betrayed, Trust is an
exploration of the oft subtle, brutal nature of control, the impact on others
of professional and personal deceit, and the insidious effects generated by
collusion and cover ups within the hallowed sandstone walls of academia.
Trust is a fractured fable. It is darkly funny, wistful, and spare in tone and
approach.
JEANNE RYCKMANS has worked for two decades in Australian publishing.
A literary agent with The Cameron Creswell Agency (Cameron’s Management),
she is a former senior publisher at Random House and HarperCollins Australia.
Prior to joining the publishing world, she worked for seven years in arts
television (France 2/SBS Television) as an on-air presenter and documentary
producer, and was features editor at ELLE Magazine and books editor for
Vogue Australia. She is the author of two books.

ENDORSEMENTS FOR TRUST

“I read it in one sitting and loved loved loved it. Truly. It is beautifully and
cleverly told, and the various devices - the poetry, the nicknames, the worldwandering, the little hands, the carpets, Paddington - all work splendidly.”
Simon Winchester

"Vivid and transparent. Deft. I was absolutely hooked from the first
paragraph, and the creeping sense that something was amiss was masterful.
The fundamental power is the unflinching basis in truth.”
Professor Joanna Benjamin (Emeritus Professor of Law, The London School of Economics)

books@upswellpublishing.com | www.upswellpublishing.com

You Do You
Sam Morley
Sam Morley’s second collection comprises poetry that is image-rich, fusing
the sublime with the common. Always committed to observation as a
channel into discovery, You Do You merges meditations on parenthood,
memory, death, the natural world and the fluctuations of pop culture and
the suburban grind. The primary setting is the home, be it as a father or child
or as a person perplexed by the vicissitudes of humanity. These poems start
from the personal while remaining detached, and often undulate from the
private world into something universal and large.

POETRY
Release Date

September 2023
Imprint

Upswell
ISBN

978-0-6455368-5-0
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AU$24.99
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World
Cover artwork

Toby Pola, Wanting to be
invisible, furious to be ignored,
2013
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SAM MORLEY has appeared Cordite, Red Room
Poetry, The Australian, Overland, Westerly,
Southerly, and Plumwood Mountain. He has
been shortlisted in the ACU Poetry Prize, the
Montreal Poetry Prize and was the 2022 recipient
of the Tina Kane Emergent Writer Award. His
debut collection was Earshot (Puncher and
Wattmann, 2022).

Anxious in a Sweet Store
Anna Jacobson
Anxious in a Sweet Store is Anna Jacobson’s second illustrated poetry
collection where the ‘sweet’, whimsical, humorous, and quirky is juxtaposed
with the ‘anxious’ and disabling forces of mental illness. Themes of food,
family, dreams, and culture crystallise, while the poet’s mind is fizz bang
sherbet on the tongue. Anxious in a Sweet Store is an inventive collection of
poems that build and enrich each other across threads of music and anxiety
and beyond.

POETRY
Release Date

September 2023
Imprint

Upswell
ISBN

978-0-6455368-4-3
RRP

AU$24.99
Format

Paperback | 210×150mm | 96pp
Rights held

World
Cover artwork

Anna Jacobson, Allsorts Adagio
for Xylophone, 2022
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ANNA JACOBSON is an award-winning writer
and artist from Brisbane. Amnesia Findings (UQP,
2019) is her first full-length poetry collection,
which won the 2018 Thomas Shapcott Poetry
Prize. In 2020 Anna won the Nillumbik Prize for
Contemporary Writing and was awarded a
Queensland Writers Fellowship. In 2018 she won
the Queensland Premier’s Young Publishers and
Writers Award. Her poetry chapbook The Last
Postman (Vagabond Press, 2018) was published
as part of the deciBel 3 series. She has been a
finalist in the Brisbane Portrait Prize, Blake Art
Prize and Marie Ellis Prize for Drawing. Her
website is www.annajacobson.com.au.

The Things We Live With
Gemma Nisbet
‘This is how I became interested in things. In their strange pull and power;
in the ways they hold on to us and we to them.’
After her father dies of cancer, Gemma Nisbet is inundated with keepsakes
connected to his life by family and friends. As she becomes attuned to the
ways certain items can evoke specific memories or moments, she begins
to ask questions about the relationships between objects and people. Why
is it so difficult to discard some artefacts and not others? Does the power
exerted by precious things influence the ways we remember the past
and perceive the future? As Nisbet considers her father’s life and begins
to connect his experiences of mental illness with her own, she wonders
whether hanging on to ‘stuff’ is ultimately a source of comfort or concern.

ESSAYS
Release Date

October 2023
Imprint

Upswell
RRP

AU$29.99
ISBN

978-0-6455368-0-5

Intimate and wide-ranging, The Things We Live With is a collection of essays
about how we learn to live with the ‘things’ handed down in families
which we carry throughout our lives: not only material objects, but also
grief, memory, anxiety and depression. It’s about notions of home and
restlessness, inheritance and belonging – and, above all, the ways we tell
our stories to ourselves and other people.
GEMMA NISBET is a WA-based writer whose work has appeared in
Westerly, Australian Book Review and TEXT, among other publications. A
former travel journalist, she is undertaking a PhD in Creative Writing at
the University of Western Australia, teaches Creative Writing and Literary
Studies at universities, and writes a weekly book review column for The
West Australian. She lives on Whadjuk Noongar land with her partner and a
dog named Pickle. The Things We Live With is her first book.
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Flooded Canyon
Ross Gibson
Ross Gibson watches the harbour as acutely as he does the ancient land
and the more recent landfall of Sydney. Over decades he has paid attention
in his writing and other artistic pursuits to the aftereffects of Sydney’s
colonial history, its environmental silhouette, and its poetic forms.
In Flooded Canyon, he uses haiku to lay down some of these contours
created through deep observation of littoral zones.
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ROSS GIBSON is a writer and researcher who also makes films and
multi-media environments. His main interests are contemporary arts,
communication and the history of environmental consciousness in colonial
cultures, particularly in Australia and the Pacific. His work spans several
media and disciplines.
Recent works include: the books The Summer Exercises (2009), 26 Views
of the Starburst World (2012) and Stone Grown Cold (2015), the video
installation Street X-Rays (2005) and the serialised photographic poem,
Accident Music, published online weekly with the Justice & Police Museum
in Sydney (2010–2013).
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